
PART FOUR:

6,000 B.C.

And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep.

And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters. And God said, Let there be

light: and there was light. Genesis 1: 2



Ezekiel 36:35 

'This land that was desolate has become like the Garden of Eden; and the

wasted, desolate, and ruined cities are now fortified and inhabited."

Chapter 10

Let There Be Light

It Is Old

The Bible has a common theme throughout.

Birth. Death. Resurrection. That theme paved the way for Yeshua to save those who believed in him.

The First Earth also endured the same theme of birth, death, and resurrection. I AM judged Earth and

all who inhabited it, but He had no intention of permanently killing it. Resurrection had always been

the plan.

For thus says the LORD "The whole land shall be desolate; Yet I will not make a full

end. 28 For this shall the earth mourn, And the heavens above be black, Because I have

spoken.”  Jeremiah 4:27-28 

Genesis 1:2

Now the earth was hayah (Hebrew for “became”), tohuw (Hebrew for formless), and

bohuw (Hebrew for empty), darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of

God was hovering over the waters.

The Hebrew word tohuw is defined as something in a state of formlessness, chaos, emptiness, a

wasteland,  and vanity (worthlessness).  Earth is  obviously messed up.  The Hebrew word bohuw is

emptiness, void and waste. 



Isaiah 45:18(NKJV)

For thus says the LORD, Who created the heavens, Who is God, Who formed the earth

and made it, Who has established it, Who did not create it in vain (tohuw). 

I  AM never created Earth in vain.  He created it  beautiful and perfect from the very beginning.

Something so stunning that it caused all the angels to shout for joy.

"Where were you when I laid the earth's foundation? Tell me, if you understand. Who

marked off its dimensions? Surely you know! Who stretched a measuring line across it?

On what  were its  footings  set,  or  who laid  its  cornerstone while  the  morning stars

(angels) sang together and all the angels shouted for joy?  Job 38:4-7 (NIV)

Since Genesis 1:2 tells about Earth being a vast wasteland, then it had to have happened following a

global Judgment that made it that way. It was created in perfection in the beginning and “became” a

chaotic mess, baptized in water as a formless blob, submerged in darkness, and frozen. I AM never

created it in this manner.

The Book of Job is the oldest book in the Bible.  I AM implied to Job over and again that the

universe was so old that Job could never understand. Where was Job when God hung the stars, or the

moon or the heavens? Verse after verse implied that it was much more than a recent creation, and Job

could not even fathom how old. If Earth was young at the time of Job─in human years or even in

doggie years–God would not have implied, “Where were you way back when?” Instead, it would have

been more like, “Where were you yesterday when I did all that work?”

The Hebrew word for create from scratch in Genesis 1:1 is bara, when God created the heavens and

the earth in the beginning. However, the Hebrew word for renew in Genesis 1:16 is asah, when God

renewed the sun, the moon and the stars to be set in the firmament, on Day Four of the six-day creation

week of the Adamic Age. Young Earth Creationists say the two words are interchangeable, but they are

not. The Bible makes a clear distinction between the words bara and asah.

Further evidence of First Earth and Reborn Earth can be found in Genesis 2:4.

4 These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth.

The word “generations” is plural. We are talking about two separate events. 



Ezekiel 36:35 

'This land that was desolate has become like the Garden of Eden; and the

wasted, desolate, and ruined cities are now fortified and inhabited.' 

In God’s Judgment of Noah’s world, the powers of the heavens were not shaken, and there were no

cataclysmic upheavals of the earth's surface,  nor was there a darkening of the sun to cause global

freezing. Noah also coated his ark with vast amounts of fossilized pitch and tar. In order for the fossils

to have formed, living organisms would have needed to be buried quickly between two layers of rock

and/or quickly frozen before the natural process of decay could have taken place. 

THE FIRST DAY

Genesis 1:2

Now the earth was hayah (Hebrew for “became”), tohuw (Hebrew for formless), and

bohuw (Hebrew for empty), darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of

God was hovering over the waters.

The Holy Spirit of I AM hovered about the chaotic and frozen earth. What was the Spirit doing? The

Hebrew word for  hovering  is  rachaph.  Strong's  Concordance  defines  rachaph  as  a  relaxing  touch

without touching, causing to tremble. To flutter, move, and shake.

The Spirit of I AM moved about the frozen Earth, cracking the ice piece-by-piece until it was free

from its icy grave. It was so thick that the Spirit of I AM needed to shake and break it even before Day

One began.

And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.

3 And God said, Let there be light: and there was light.

4 And God saw the light, that it was good: and God divided the light from the darkness.

5 And God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And the evening and

the morning were the first day.

The Holy Spirit of I AM moved across the deep waters and pulled them back to expose Shekhinah

(Glory) Light from I AM. He had supernaturally turned the electrical power back on. It was good that

Earth should see again, although it was a Godly light form and not the sun. The sun could not get

through the flooded firmament. 



THE SECOND DAY

6 And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the

waters from the waters.

7 And  God  made  the  firmament,  and  divided  the  waters  which  were  under  the

firmament from the waters which were above the firmament: and it was so.

And the Spirit of I AM pushed back the wet waters above, from the frozen waters below. Divided

them, he did. Parted them with a mere thought, as if the living waters obeyed his command. And the

warm light between them evaporated the water in outer space,  and melted the icy Earth.  The first

firmament of the World came back into existence, as in the days of old. Skies covered the World. The

atmosphere. I AM referred to it as First Heaven, but he did not declare it to be good.

The Beast lurked at the borders of the First and Second Heavens. First Heaven needed recreating,

but it was not wonderful.



Second Day Was No Good

(Thus saith the Lord to me: "Write what you see.")

Astrology

It was night time and I was downtown. The sky was more beautiful than I had ever seen. In fact, all

the people passing by on the sidewalk stopped to admire the planets and stars.

The planets were over sized and in glowing colors. The stars were all shaped in the signs of the

zodiac and were highlighted by colors. Bright blues. Reds. And they were spinning and putting on a

spectacular show as if they were living creatures. They were not just to be viewed; it was as if they

were performing for an audience that oohed and aahhed at every change of color and direction.

Everyone admired them, including me. I had never experienced anything like it. Suddenly I had a

very  bad  feeling  about  the  stunning  display.  I  screamed  to  everyone  on  the  sidewalks  at  the

intersection, “Don’t look. Don’t look at it!”

I turned my back and stared, instead, at a local news stand. Strangely, all the magazine covers

turned into pictures of wizards and occultists. It was as if a message was being given to me that all the

media was promoting evil. The wizards and occultists were not laymen of the arts, but rather they

orchestrated every evil religion in the world, all connected to the Dark World where the spectacular

display was still going strong to the delight of the crowd. I screamed again, “They are of SahTAHN.

Don’t look. Don’t look at them!”

The wizards on the covers of the magazine came alive and one put his hands around my throat and

began choking me. These were not ordinary wizards, but of the hierarchy of the Dark World, where the

astrological show was still attracting the attention of everyone but me.  

As the one wizard choked me, another put some kind of written page in front of me and said, “Say

this." The wizard choking me eased up just enough for me to breath so I could speak the words. I

cannot remember what those words were, but they were evil.



“Speak  the  words!”  demanded  the  wizard  grasping  me,  as  he  tightened  his  grip  again  in  a

threatening manner if I did not obey him. Instead of being afraid of them, I had FAITH enough to offer

no resistance as a struggling man might, but instead, raised my hands to the sky and let him squeeze

my neck as I looked to the sky.

Instead of speaking his words, I managed to say, “By the  Power of His blood." The astrological

show abruptly stopped. People quit looking up at the night time sky, and instead, turned their attention

to the wizards attacking me. They did not help, but they did watch. They were in awe of the fight,

wondering where the wizards had come from and why they were fighting.

The one choking me said in surprise with a loosened grip, “Whose blood?”

“Jesus.”

“Jesus, who? He asked this in great confusion. Worried. Suddenly doubting his powers.

I answered the wizard. “Jesus the Christ.”

Then I put my hands on the wizard’s hands and easily pulled them off my neck. The wizard offered

no resistance. The one standing next to him dropped the paper.

I said to them, “Salimun (meaning the leader of the Sun God)” and Tammuz (son of the Sun God),

you have no power here. I am not saying your words.”

They turned their backs and began walking away. A Christian from the crowd ran after them and

boldly shouted with great pride for all to hear, “Get out of here!" It gave the wizards new strength and

they started to return. I screamed at the Christian, “Be still!”

He stopped talking to the wizards. I then said, “By the Power of His Blood leave this place,” and

they vanished.

The firmament made on the Second Day was inhabited. That was not a good thing.

THE THIRD DAY

9 And God said, Let the waters under the heaven be gathered together unto one place,

and let the dry land appear: and it was so.

10 And God called the dry land Earth; and the gathering together of the waters called

he Seas: and God saw that it was good.

11 And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit

tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth: and it was so.

12 And the earth brought forth grass, and herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree

yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself, after his kind: and God saw that it was good.



13 And the evening and the morning were the third day.

The Spirit retreated all the waters to form the present seas, and the present land masses that had

moved during the violent shaking from Judgment. And the plants bloomed again.

THE FOURTH DAY

14 And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day

from the night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years:

15 And let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth:

and it was so.

16 And God made (asah, remade) two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and

the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars also.

17 And God set them in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth,

18 And  to  rule  over  the  day  and  over  the  night,  and  to  divide  the  light  from  the

darkness: and God saw that it was good.

19 And the evening and the morning were the fourth day.

By the end of Day Three I AM thinned the vapor and clouds so that the sun, moon, and stars could

shine through. I AM made (asah) the firmament lights to appear again, so that they could be seen again

on the surface of Earth. I AM did not “create” the lights in the firmament on the Fourth Day, but rather

“set them." They had already been “created” (bara) in the beginning and not on Day Four.

THE FIFTH DAY

20 And God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly the moving creature that hath

life, and fowl that may fly above the earth in the open firmament of heaven.

21 And God created great whales,  and every living creature that moveth,  which the

waters brought forth abundantly, after their kind, and every winged fowl after his kind:

and God saw that it was good.

22 And God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in the

seas, and let fowl multiply in the earth.

23 And the evening and the morning were the fifth day.

And the Spirit breathed a great breath upon the seas and cracked its floors, creating hydro thermal



vents that spewed sulfur compounds into the sunless waters to energize it as a massive ecosystem.

Forests of coral and seaweed dotted the ocean floors around the World. 

Then Spirit breathed another breath and the waters came alive with creatures from old and creatures

anew. Giant blue whales from the dinosaur days once again ruled the seas, as the largest animal ever to

exist, either in the waters or on land. At two hundred tons its heart was the size of an elephant, with

blood vessels broad enough that a fair-sized fish could swim through them, although they did not do

such a thing. A pod of blue whales ascended from the ocean with such acceleration that they flew from

the waters, and discharged air from their blow holes so that water spouted to the skies. They seemed to

vanish when they came down, hitting the sea with such force that a wall of water veiled them. By the

time the veil dispersed, the whales had already descended again to feed upon tiny krill that swelled the

sea population.

Sharks once again patrolled the oceans of the World as had their ancient ancestors, and crabs walked

the same ocean bottoms as had their predecessors. There were new sieges of herring and smacks of

jelly fish each after its own kind. Turtles migrated the waters to and fro laying eggs. Fish with large

back fins sailed upwards from the waters and into the skies, then fell gracefully back into the sea. The

sleek sail fish and tuna sped through the waters with magnificent speed and grace, while tiny sea horses

barely moved at all. Some new species thrived in the seas and on the land, such as penguins, who swam

twenty-five miles per hour in the waters, yet  waddled slowly on land. Same with the larger sea lions. 

And the Spirit breathed a great breath into the skies. Multitudes of fowl instantly appeared in the

First Heavens of the World. Gone were the great birds of the dinosaur days. In their stead, the Spirit

filled the skies above the waters with white gulls to live off the small fishes, and bigger pelicans to live

off the bigger fishes. Over the dry lands flew birds of every color, each after their own kind. The birds

hung as ornaments among the tree branches, and painted the landscape with their bright feathers, while

whistling beautiful songs 

And thus the World below the waters and the World above the waters filled with life once again. The

fifth Night and Day came to pass. It was wonderful.

THE SIXTH DAY

24 And God said, Let the earth bring forth the living creature after his kind, cattle, and

creeping thing, and beast of the earth after his kind: and it was so.

25 And God made the beast of the earth after his kind, and cattle after their kind, and

every thing that creepeth upon the earth after his kind: and God saw that it was good.

26 And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let them have



dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and

over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.

27 So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and

female (not same sex) created he them.

28 And  God  blessed  them,  and  God  said  unto  them,  Be  fruitful,  and  multiply,  and

replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over

the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.

29 And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the

face of all the earth, and every tree, in which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it

shall be for meat.

30 And to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to every thing that

creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I have given every green herb for meat:

and it was so.

31 And God saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was very good. And the

evening and the morning were the sixth day.

The lands suddenly teemed with life of all matter, as had the waters and the skies before them.

Dinosaurs no longer walked the face of the earth. Yet the multitudes of new life fascinated the angelic

onlookers throughout the high Heavens.

Oxen and cattle freely roamed vast grazing lands. Snakes walked upright, peeking above the high

grasses. Horses ran on open ranges, and horseflies gave chase. Butterflies fluttered colorful wings, and

fireflies twinkled in the night. Spiders weaved their webs throughout the darkness of night, and spider

monkeys idled away the light of day in play.

The seven great lands hosted animals, to each its own. One land supported kangaroos and koalas,

and a different land gave rise to sheep and goats. This land had elephants and giraffes and hippos and

rhinos, while that land had cats and rats and dogs and hogs.

And I AM cherished them all, every worm and every germ. He loved the ones who walked, and the

ones who crawled. He even adored the creepy things that crept in the shadows. All astonished I AM.

Lions and tigers and bears, oh my. They were all so wonderful.

And I AM and Spirit and Yeshua huddled together, as angels stirred in anticipation. I AM spake a

great Word, and Spirit spake a great Word, and Yeshua spake a great Word, and they all spake a Word,

one to the other:

“Let us make a Man. Maketh we, him, after our own kind, in a Triune Nature. A Triune Man with a



living spirit, and a soul brimming with knowledge and wisdom, in an immortal body to enjoy and rule

all that is in the World. In our own likeness, Man and Woman. And it was so, male and female. He

established them in the new Garden and appointed them stewards of the World for all Eternity.

“It is finished,” declared I AM. 

THE SEVENTH DAY

Genesis 2

1 Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of them.

2 And on the seventh day God ended his work which he had made; and he rested on the

seventh day from all his work which he had made.

3 And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it: because that in it he had rested

from all his work which God created and made.

He sat back upon his Great White Throne on the seventh Night and the seventh Day which He

would call Sabbath Day. He rested. He blessed the Sabbath and proclaimed it to be Holy, this seventh

day of rest. All of High Heaven rejoiced. “Look,” sang the seraphim angels. “Look at what the Lord has

made.”

But those were not the only angels who had witnessed the resurrection of the World. 

A secret admirer lurked in the Dark World.



“I appointed you to be like a guardian

cherub.  I  anointed  you  for  that

purpose.  You  were  on  My  holy

mountain.  You  walked  among  the

gleaming  jewels.  Your  conduct  was

without blame from the day you were

created.”  Ezekiel 28:14-15

Chapter 11

The Great UFO Invasion

SahTAHN  was  probably  consumed  with  revenge.  He  had

languished in exile for eons and had ample time to map his battle

plans for retaking his Kingdom of the World. As soon as a window

of opportunity presented itself  to  dethrone I  AM, he would jump

through it without hesitation. He vowed to become El Elyon (God

the Most Powerful). 

By the end of that Second Day SahTAHN still could not see Earth

and what I AM was doing due to the fogging vapor, but he knew

nonetheless.  SahTAHN had  developed  Spontaneous  Non-Directed
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Information  Acquisition  (SNDIA or  Remote  Viewing).  He  could

harvest data from anything, anywhere without having to actually be

present. He was not Omnipresent like I AM, but Remote Viewing

sufficed. Something his followers still do to this day.

SahTAHN  was  brilliant.  He  could  circumvent  all  manner  of

celestial restraints that I AM had saddled upon him. I AM may have

clipped his wings, but he countered by developing an alternative to

Space and Time travel. 

In  no  time  at  all,  a  couple  million  years  tops,  SahTAHN was

“universe-hopping” at a whim's notice. He developed space vehicles.

But  as  with  General  Motors  in  today's  Detroit,  he  continuously

upgraded to new models to get the job done to his satisfaction. He

had  to  solve  the  propulsion  problem  in  order  to  get  from  one

universe to the next without Time being consumed.

Nobody  knows  how  he  did  it,  and  I  won't  invent  a  theory.

However, scientists have theories abound, many of them based upon

eyewitness accounts of UFO behavior.

Witnesses report a UFO suddenly appeared from nowhere, then

hovered at a complete standstill before darting away at supernatural

speeds that made it seem like it just vanished. And even though it

traveled faster than light, it never broke the sound barrier, which was

only  seven  hundred  fifty  miles  per  hour.  Their  acceleration  was

13
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instantaneous. No propellant known to scientists could do that. 

Even traveling at the speed of light, which was 670,000,000 miles

per  hour,  they  would  still  not  be  fast  enough  to  hop  from  one

universe to the next. For example, by the time the light of a distant

star finally reaches Earth, the actual star has long since been dead.

Speed of light was the quickest thing known to science but in space

travel it would be restricted to the “slow lane.”

No amount of propellant would be sufficient, not even nuclear or

particle bombardments upon a massless vehicle. Truth is, Mars is the

closest planet to Earth, in the same galaxy, and yet it would still take

us  years  to  reach  our  next  door  neighbor.  SahTAHN  needed

something far more advanced than vehicle propulsion. Once again,

he  needed  to  imitate  omnipresence  without  actually  having  the

capabilities of being everywhere at the same time.

Dark Energy would do the trick. And there are many who support

this  theory,  including me. I believe that SahTAHN discovered the

properties  of  flash-travel.  The  ability  to  travel  great  distances

instantaneously  by  bending  Time  and  Space.  Like  a  modern-day

driver who caused a car crash and explained to his insurance agent,

“It  came out  of  nowhere.” One second the space vehicle  was not

there, then the next second there it was, and yet in another second, it

was gone again.

14
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Imagine  traveling  from  Universe-A  to  Universe-B  without

consuming  Time  or  Distance.  Immediate  arrivals  to  far  away

destinations.  SahTAHN would  have  to  bend  Space  and  eliminate

Time.

For example if you had a piece of paper and Universe-A was one

corner  of  the  paper,  and Universe-B was  the  diagonally opposite

corner. Fold the two corners together until they touch. Voila. You are

there, not by traveling the distance, but by bringing the distance to

you. By bending the properties of space using what scientists are

now calling  “dark  energy,”  you instantly project  yourself  to  your

destination  and  to  the  current  time  because  there  is  suddenly  no

distance between the two points.

2

Using  Remote  Viewing  SahTAHN  could  see  from Universe-Z

that  something  was  happening  in  Earth's  first  heaven.  Its  nearby

outer  space had been restored.  Using dark energy,  he could bend

Space and Time and fill  the vacuum instantly.  He and his armies

could thereby stage themselves for their reconquest of the World.

By the Fourth Day the sun and the moon and the stars lit Earth

into beautiful blues and greens in a backdrop of space. SahTAHN

15
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saw his new Kingdom and it was good. 

The  vegetation  sprouted  again  after  laying  dormant  for  eons.

Animals emerged and multiplied after their own kind from the past,

as if they had only been hibernating. Most importantly, his Garden

was rebuilt.

Something  was  vastly  different  this  time  around  for  the

resurrection of Earth.  The race of  The Others had been replaced.

Some kind of a humanoid, male and female, they were. SahTAHN

drooled at the sight of the new creatures. They were beautiful. He

wanted them. They  were  much  greater  than  the  original

“Humanoids.” 

There is a lot of scientific evidence for an entire civilization of

ancient humanoids. There is a lot of evolved humans today. But there

was nothing in between. Humans simply never evolved “after their

own kind.” They were brand spanking new. Scientists  can search

until the end of time for the missing link, because there is no link.

Humanoids  populated  the  First  Earth  until  I  AM  killed  their

terrestrial  bodies and turned them into disembodied spirits.  Today

they desperately seek modern-day bodies to incarnate, be it animal

or  human.  These  are  the  demons.  They  were  punished  for

worshiping Shining One back in the day. Demons still worship their

King. What they really want is YOUR body and they look for every

16
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open door or window that you present them. After the Sixth Day

they were excited that I AM had given them hope. Terrestrial bodies

like they had never known. 

Then SahTAHN watched I AM make a disastrous tactical error.

He abandoned his post. I AM rested.

Now it is not clear if SahTAHN incarnated the body of a serpent,

or if he was described as such because he had reptilian scales, as I

have witnessed multiple times. We are only told that SahTAHN crept

down to Earth and into the Garden, where as a serpent he imposed

himself upon Eve.

SahTAHN was a reasonable being. He seldom startled someone

to instill great fear, unless he lost his temper. He preferred to display

his intellect and debating skills to manipulate his desired goals. His

most successful policy of the First Earth had been, “Tolerance. Let

everyone do whatever they chose." That policy worked every time,

and Eve was an easy mark, being naive (I wasn't born yesterday). 

I AM had commanded her to obey only one rule. Do not eat from

the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, for they would suddenly

become aware of sin and would be suspended in sin for Eternity.

And of course, SahTAHN went after that one commandment. 

Go ahead and eat it.

No, she said. I must not.

17
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Why did he say you must not?

Because I would die.

You won't die. He is afraid you will become God. He would be

jealous of you.

Are you sure?

Would I lie to you?

And it was that simple. In that one moment, SahTAHN was given

rights to govern Earth again. The People's Choice Awards. Sadly for

the remainder of Earth's existence, humans would be screaming at I

AM, “God why did you let this happen?” whenever tragedy would

strike.  Whenever  disease  raised  an  ugly head.  All  of  those  “feel

good” moments brought upon themselves, were now blamed on I

AM.

I AM hung a big sign at the entrance to his Garden:

CLOSED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

And  he  hired  security  guards,  cherubim,  to  enforce  the  No

Trespassing laws.

18



Genesis 6:4

There were giants in the earth in those

days;  and  also  after  that,  when  the

sons  of  God  came  in  unto  the

daughters  of  men,  and  they  bare

children to them.

Chapter 12

“There Were Giants In Those Days”

SahTAHN was so full  of   himself  that  he could have actually

thought I AM was incompetent to be God. I AM could not relate to

anyone.  He  was  totally  disconnected.  How  could  he  imprison

someone in a deep, dark Bottomless Pit just for having a little fun? 

I AM was an egomaniac. That is why angels and The Others both

turned against Him in the first place. SahTAHN, on the other hand,

let everyone enjoy themselves. To I AM, everyone existed for the

sole purpose of bowing down to Him, and singing how much they
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loved him. All day.  Every day. Even back to when there were no

days, and time blended into one long and boring nothingness. Yes, I

AM. Of course, I AM. Holy. Holy. Holy. Listen up everyone. I AM is

passing through. Bow to I AM. Praise to I AM. There was no end to

it.  It  was  inevitable  for  everyone  to  grow sick  of  that  narcissist.

SahTAHN  just  sped  up  the  process  and  established  his  own

Kingdom of the World with the full blessings of its inhabitants.

Getting everyone to swear allegiance to him was easy. Hedonism

was more rewarding than giving countless praises to a Being who

called himself God, but yet knew nothing about pleasure. 

That so called Tree of Knowledge in the Old Garden had been a

cruel  trap  by I  AM. He tempted  humans with it  like a  cat  being

offered catnip, and then forbade them to play with it.  Here kid, a

new bicycle for you. But if you ride it I will spank you.

How could you declare pleasure and fun to be a bad thing? Even

evil? All SahTAHN had to do once he established himself on Earth

was to teach his angels and The Others to have sex. All types of

sexual pleasures. There were no limits. All those pleasures that no

being in Heaven knew existed. But with SahTAHN everyone knew.

One with One. Two with Two. Male with Male. Female with Female.

Trading One for Another. Groups with Groups. Sex with the beasts

of  the  fields.  (Champagne  for  all!  Plenty  more  where  that  came
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from! Swallow this pill. Smoke this weed. If it feels good, do it! It is

your body. Do what you will. Who wants to place a bet?) 

And SahTAHN looked at what he had created and saw that it was

good. SahTAHN was elected King of the World. 

Then I AM caught them with their pants down. He was probably

jealous that everyone was having all the pleasure while He remained

a virgin. Just because I AM wanted no pleasure for himself, does not

give him the right to be intolerant of others having fun. 

I AM threw a tantrum, built a dungeon to house the angels that

were having the most fun, took away the bodies of The Others, then

destroyed SahTAHN's Kingdom and sat him in the darkest corner of

the universe in what was the first-known Time-Out. Talk about over-

reacting. I AM had a serious anger management disorder.

And  the  angels  which  kept  not  their

first  estate,  but  left  their  own

habitation,  he  hath  reserved  in

everlasting  chains  under  darkness

unto  the  judgment  of  the  great  day.

Jude 6

It  was  during  this  Mother  of  All  Time-Outs,  that  SahTAHN
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busied himself preparing to retake his Kingdom on Earth. When he

saw that Earth had finally been restored, SahTAHN was ready. He

would again be King of the World. I AM should have never turned

his back and rested. 

SahTAHN did not need his army for this invasion. He had learned

a valuable lesson about not being so blatant in front of I AM. He

would be subtle. He would not take Earth with a sword, but with his

wit and wiles.  He understood how humans were designed and he

would reverse-engineer them.

Design and Counter-Design

The narcissist I AM and His two sidekicks, Yeshua and Spirit, got

together on the Sixth Day of restoration and created humans  from

scratch.  SahTAHN  was  impressed.  Humans  were  awesome.  He,

himself, used to have a face like that before that asshole ambushed

him. But wouldn't you know it? The Three Amigos made them in

their own f-ing image. Go figure. Par for the course.

Not that Adam and Eve looked like I AM, but rather they had the

same triune  nature  of  spirit,  soul,  and body.  Three-in-one.  A fact

SahTAHN knew all too well. This would be easy to reverse. I AM

once  again  proved  He  was  not  competent  to  sit  on  His  Throne.

Humans were the most valuable thing he owned, yet he placed them
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in an unlocked safe and went to take a nap. And to think he used to

lead praises for that imbecile.

SPIRIT

The midriff area of humans was where I AM placed their Spirit-

self. It was located in the most difficult spot of the body to access.

Not even SahTAHN could invade a human's Spirit-part  regardless

how enthusiastically his hordes cheered for him. 

(SahTAHN SahTAHN you're our man. If you can't do it nobody

can. Gooooo SahTAHN.)

Spirit was the telecommunication system between mankind and I

AM. A direct connection. WiFi. Speed dialing on steroids. As long as

humans maintained a healthy Spirit they were always with I AM,

even when He was away at rest. Spirit was the part of humans that

gave them gut feelings. Intuition was a vital benefit of maintaining a

strong Spirit. Spirit was the source of human conscience. And since

it was a direct line to I AM, it filled them with righteousness, peace,

joy, and wisdom. SahTAHN could never conquer the World as long

as humans had active Spirits. 
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SOUL

The Soul and Mind were the same thing. It was the task of the

Mind to interpret the will of the Spirit and to obey. The Mind was a

slave to the Spirit. It was human intellect. The brain functioned at

one hundred percent capacity in the Garden, which made Adam and

Eve supernaturally smart. 

But  upon  their  banishment  from  the  Garden  their  brains

diminished from generation-to-generation, until by modern-days the

brain  of  a  human  operated  at  a  mere  ten  percent.  In  worst  case

scenarios for millions of future humans, they would lose their entire

intellectual functions upon joining a Mindless Club called Facebook,

where they would gather in droves to act smart and nobody would

know the difference.

The Soul allowed humans to experience feelings, various moods,

and  the  ability  to  make  decisions.  The  Soul  was  the  part  of  the

human  that  allowed  them  to  display  emotions,  except  for  those

Mindless  Facebook  members  who  would  be  forced  to  click

emoticons.  And  it  was  the  Soul  that  enabled  humans  to  make

decisions. 

BODY

The Body was simply the vehicle to carry out the wishes of the
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Soul, which took orders from the Spirit.

The Spirit was the owner of the ship, the Soul was captain, and

the  Body  was  a  simple  seaman  following  orders.  Together  they

worked in Perfect Harmony and it was smooth sailing.

(1)Spirit. (2) Soul. (3) Body.

REVERSE-ENGINEERING

When SahTAHN and his forces took over an individual or a nation 

or a race, everything was topsy-turvy.

Good  became  evil;  evil  became  good.  Right  became  wrong.

Wrong became right. The white candle was the candle of destruction,

and the black candle was the candle of compassion. The world was

turned upside down by the forces of darkness. The Body ruled the

Soul, the Soul justified the Body. (Go ahead, Eve, eat from the tree.

You won't die.) The Spirit died.

The flaw was that Body was responsible for all the senses:

1) Sight

2) Hearing

3) Touching

4) Tasting

5) Smelling

Every sensual part  of the Human was situated on the Outside,
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where SahTAHN could easily attack them with temptations of every

sort. Pleasure and fun. Same as he had done before with the Others. 

His battle plan was ingenious this time, too. I AM never learned

His lesson from the First-Earth rebellion, while SahTAHN had been

truly enlightened. He did not need to exhibit brute force to conquer

humans. He did not need to jump out from the bushes and scream,

“Boo!” He would be careful not to piss off I AM and give the maniac

an excuse to smash up everything again. No, he would not bring an

army. He would simply make a cameo appearance in the Garden and

tell Eve, “Isn't this pretty.” Sight. Sound. Taste. Touch. Smell.

Eve had a gut feeling from Spirit that something was wrong.

No, assured SahTAHN. Go ahead and eat it.

Her Spirit  kicked from within,  and her Soul responded, “I AM

said I would die if I ate it.”

“Surely you won't die.” It looked wonderful. It smelled wonderful.

Go ahead and touch it. Touch is wonderful, too. And wait until

you taste it! Melts in your mouth, not in your hands.

Her  Spirit  strongly  objected  and  it  grieved  her.  But  her  Soul

defiantly  surrendered  to  the  Body and  she  ate  from the  Tree  of

Knowledge  of  Good  and  Evil.  She  instantly  became  a  sexual

creature  and  went  shopping  for  lingerie  fig  leaves.  SahTAHN

impregnated Eve. 
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Suddenly, Victoria had no Secrets, and neither did Eve. She could

hardly wait to give Adam a lap dance. Adam ate from the forbidden

tree and he impregnated Eve. She had two genetically different half-

brothers inside her. And SahTAHN looked at what he had created

and saw that it was good. 

He had successfully reversed the engineering of Humans. 

It was no longer Spirit, Soul, and Body.

The Body had become King. The Soul was the slave to the Body.

And the Spirit died.

When Adam and Eve left the Garden, they were no longer triune

in nature. They were the same as the original Others. Body and Soul.

No telecommunications system with I AM. They were unguarded.

SahTAHN had won. It had been so easy, My Precious. 

Eve  bore  her  twin  sons  outside  the  Garden;  Cain  first,  Abel

second. Eve felt  more blessed by the first-born Cain because she

said, "Look what God has given me," thinking that SahTAHN's baby

was from the Lord. She loved Abel but never said he was from God.

The sight of Abel must have sickened SahTAHN to his stomach.

Able  probably reignited  bad memories  in  SahTAHN, back to  the

days of old when he, as Lucifer, lived every breath in the service of I

AM. Do this for I AM. Do that for I AM. Sing and dance for I AM. It

was always about I AM. And here was this stupid kid doing the same
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thing.

I  AM told Abel to give him a tenth of his  possessions,  and to

bring  the  finest  of  his  livestock to  the  altar  as  a  sacrifice  to  the

Supreme Being, starring himself as usual. Stupid kid could hardly

wait to jump when I AM said to jump. He worked hard all season

raising the finest sheep as a present to his overbearing boss. Finally,

he brought a spotless lamb to the sacrificial altar. He slit its throat

and burned it for the mere amusement of I AM. Sick. I AM did not

even eat it. 

His brother Cain also obeyed. He grew crops instead of livestock.

Crops were as pleasing to I AM as livestock. The greedy bastard

would take anything as long as it belonged to someone else who had

labored over it like an obedient fool. SahTAHN whispered a little

reasoning to Cain because, being his kid, he seemed to have some

backbone. He quietly sowed discord in Cain's heart.

Are you sure you want to give all that to I AM? 

Cain's Spirit fought back and reasoned with his Soul. I AM says I

must give him a tenth of all that I grow.

Oh, I see. He labored in the fields with you, did he?

Well, no. I did it myself.

And for that you should give it to him? Why? Because he said so?

And that response would be the most famous reply made by every
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future parent for generations to come: “Because I said so!”

Regardless, Cain resisted the bad thoughts and brought one tenth

of his corn to I AM and laid it at the altar as I AM had commanded.

I AM told him to shove it! 

Why?  Did  I  not  give  you  what  you  asked?  Was  it  sheep  you

wanted, like my brother gave to you?

No. I like corn. But you gave it with a spirit of rebellion and not

from your heart. Get lost kid. Keep your damn corn. I do not need it.

Cain walked away deeply saddened at the rejection. He was not

alone, however. SahTAHN was quickly there to console him.

You know kid, that has got to hurt. You gave that son-of-a-bitch

exactly what he wanted. You just did not cower at his feet like your

brother. Imagine the gall of  I AM not being grateful.  You worked

hard  all  season  and  he  did  not  lift  a  finger.  Actually,  it  is  your

brother's fault. He set the stage for groveling. 

SahTAHN  egged  him  on.  Again  and  again.  “No  Justice.  No

Peace.” 

The outcome was inevitable. MURDER! “No Justice. No Peace.”

An instigator in the mold of a future-one who would fan the flames

of violence, while invoking the name of I AM and calling himself

Reverend. All for personal gain. SahTAHN looked at what he had

created and saw that it was good.
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But after the murder of Abel, I AM had a different message for

Cain than the encouraging words SahTAHN had given:

"Now  you  are  under  a  curse  and  driven  from  the

ground,  which  opened  its  mouth  to  receive  your

brother's blood from your hand. When you work the

ground, it will no longer yield its crops for you. You

will be a restless wanderer on the earth." 

(Genesis 4:11-12). 

Cain lamented,  "My punishment is more than I can

bear. Today you are driving me from the land, and I

will be hidden from your presence; I will be a restless

wanderer on the earth, and whoever finds me will kill

me" (Genesis 4:13-14). 

God responded, "Not so; if anyone kills Cain, he will

suffer vengeance seven times over." Then the Lord put

a mark on Cain so that no one who found him would

kill him" (Genesis 4:15-16). 

I AM and SahTAHN engaged in never-ending battles over control
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of Earth. Every time I AM decreed a decree, SahTAHN was right

there  to  counter-decree.  Attack.  Counter-attack.  And  every  time

SahTAHN's advances were driven back, he grew more demented. 

SahTAHN tweaked his attacks. To achieve victory he needed to

remain calm and win with subtlety. He wanted to wring the neck of I

AM and his subjects, but he knew better. He was not yet as powerful

as  I  AM,  but  he  firmly  believed  he  was intellectually  superior.

Maybe  he  could  not  overpower  I  AM,  but  he  could  certainly

outmaneuver him with strategy. 

SahTAHN would never admit defeat. It was only a matter of time

before he would one day conquer I AM and throw his ass off Earth.

Then he would march unimpeded to the Great White Throne itself.

He had been duly elected King of the World by his constituents, and

Earth was rightfully his. I AM was a thief and an unlawful occupier.
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2

NEPHOLIM

Adam and Eve bore another son, Seth, which meant “set in place

of.” A replacement for Abel. I AM blessed Seth and his bloodline

and they multiplied across the face of Earth. But SahTAHN blessed

his bloodline through Cain. It was move-and-counter-move between

I AM and SahTAHN. You have a human bloodline. I have a human

bloodline. The struggles never ceased.

Adam and  Eve  had  many  sons  and  daughters,  but  it  was  the

bloodline of Seth that changed humans for the better. When Seth was

one hundred five years old he had a son named Enosh. Enosh made

his father's bloodline Holy. At that time, Seth and Enosh began to

proclaim I AM throughout the world. The descendants of Seth were

not as inventive or creative or successful as other children of Adam,

but they were the first to organize corporate worship of I AM, across

the fallen world.

SahTAHN countered with a new bloodline generation of his own.

A race of giants created half-angel, half-man. He altered the DNA of

a few of his mightiest angels so they were capable of intermingling

with humans. He wanted to avoid a frantic orgy between his entire
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army and  human  females.  An  event  like  that  would  have  surely

exploded  the  fragile  mental  state  of  I  AM.  Instead  he  deployed

strategic  sexual  marriages  with  the  royal  families  and  political

hierarchy of human rulers of Earth. A few, not many. Enough to rule

the populations and to override the weaker bloodline of Seth.  (My

humans are bigger than your humans.)

They called them Nephilim. Many theologians today deny that

they were actually fathered by angels, and instead explain that they

were “giants of the political arena.” That might be, except for the

fact  that  human skeletal  remains  have been unearthed,  ranging in

heights up to fifteen feet.

The  Nephilim,  being  the  offspring  of  the  rich  and  powerful

humans, had tremendous pressure upon them to keep their subjects

and constituents in line. 

I AM was frustrated with how easily humans were swayed. He

did not immediately destroy the Nephilim, but instead observed to

which half of the parental genes they would adhere. It mattered not.

The humans were as corrupt as the fallen angels. 

The Nephilim had no chance of living a fair and rewarding life.

They had the DNA of mighty fallen angels who pressured them to

kill and brutalize opposition, and also the DNA of corrupt kings and

politicians  who  oppressed  their  subjects  without  remorse  for
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personal gain. 

With  their  great  might  and  with  the  backing  of  their  ruling

families, they trampled on their countrymen. The evil they inflicted

was not accidental or through carelessness. They brutalized for the

pleasure of it.  Every evil  thing imaginable,  simply because “they

could.” SahTAHN looked at what he had created and saw that it was

good.

I AM looked down and saw that there was not one ounce of good

in them, either angel or human. He was sorry he ever made humans.

He would kill them all with a flood. And all of the animals, because

they were made for man. 

Build an ark, he instructed his servant Noah. I AM sent traditional

male and female of every root species onto the ark. Had He sent

male  and  male,  or  female  and  female  of  a  species  as  SahTAHN

encouraged,  that  species  would  have  been  extinct  within  one

generation.  Even  back  then,  homosexuality  was  not  normal  nor

acceptable,  but  rather  an  abomination  and  detrimental  to  the

existence of life.

And then something happened on the face of the Earth that had

never before happened. People did not even know what to call the

odd occurrence. It began to "rain."
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Genesis 6:

1 And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on

the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto

them,

4 There were giants in the earth in those days; and

also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the

daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the

same became mighty men of renown.

5 And God saw that the wickedness of man was great

in  the  earth,  and  that  every  imagination  of  the

thoughts of his heart was only evil continually.

6 And it repented the LORD that he had made man on

the earth, and it grieved him at his heart.

7 And the LORD said, I will destroy man whom I have

created  from the  face  of  the  earth;  both  man,  and

beast,  and the creeping thing,  and the fowls of the

air; for it repenteth me that I have made them.

13 And God said unto Noah, 14 Make thee an ark.

17 And, behold, I, even I, do bring a flood of waters

upon the  earth,  to  destroy  all  flesh,  wherein  is  the

breath  of  life,  from under  heaven;  and every  thing

that is in the earth shall die.
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18 But  with  thee will  I  establish my covenant;  and

thou shalt come into the ark, thou, and thy sons, and

thy wife, and thy sons' wives with thee.

19 And of every living thing of all flesh, two of every

sort shalt thou bring into the ark, to keep them alive

with thee; they shall be male and female.

20 Of fowls after their kind, and of cattle after their

kind,  of  every creeping thing of  the earth after  his

kind, two of every sort shall come unto thee, to keep

them alive.

SahTAHN repeated his vows of mutiny and hatred.

I WILL ASCEND INTO HEAVEN!

I WILL EXALT MY THRONE ABOVE THE 

ANGELS OF GOD!

I WILL ALSO SIT UPON YOUR THRONE IN 

THE NORTH!

I WILL ASCEND ABOVE THE HEIGHTS OF 

THE CLOUDS!

I WILL BE LIKE THE MOST HIGH!”
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Its  name  is  called  Babel,  because  there  the  Lord

confused the language of all the earth; and from there

the Lord scattered them abroad over the face of all

the earth. Genesis 11:9

Chapter 13

Battle of the Bloodlines

SahTAHN must have been devastated to have lost his Kingdom

of the World for  a  second time.  Looking at  the aftermath of  that

bastard I AM's temper and seeing that everything he had built had

been suddenly and completely been wiped out again, most certainly

riled his hatred to new heights. 

All his beautiful humans were dead. Every...last...one. And at a

time when they were celebrating the pleasures of life to the fullest.

Once  again  I  AM  slaughtered  every  living  creature  on  Earth.

SahTAHN was forced to retreat back to his station in outer space as

he remotely-viewed the devastation of life. How could a loving God
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do such an atrocious act?

At least the asshole's fit of rage had not been as catastrophic as

the First Earth, when the MF'er destroyed the whole planet as well as

its  inhabitants.  This time the mass murderer  did not  give a damn

about destroying Earth, as much as he simply enjoyed snuffing out

the  last  breath  of  every  creature.  Even  the  birds.  The  cows  and

chickens. Dogs and cats. Bugs. What kind of a sadist would do such

a thing?

I AM had the muscle. SahTAHN gave him credit for that. But he

was crazy. If only I AM had been intelligent, SahTAHN could have

reasoned with him. You cannot reason with stupidity, and they did

not come any more idiotic than the ONE who currently occupied the

Great White Throne. 

He had to get that lunatic off that Throne. He would start with the

Earthly  Throne  because  the  Kingdom  of  the  World  rightfully

belonged to him. SahTAHN had won it by a landslide popular vote.

He tolerated everything and everyone. Do as  you will,  not as that

freak I AM says. Just because he does not want to do something does

not give you the right to prevent others from doing it.  Sin was a

fabrication of that schizophrenic. 

I can imagine SahTAHN with his head in his hands wondering,

How long am I in Time-Out this time? A million years? A billion? 
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But the flood waters receded in only forty human days. In the

Spirit World that was tantamount to a couple of seconds. SahTAHN

could return to his war room to plan the next attack. And when he

was finished this  time around, everyone on Earth would have his

blood flowing through them. Daddy's here!

Do not piss off that mad man. SahTAHN learned that much over

and  again,  concerning  I  AM.  Twice  already  he  had  obliterated

everything.  SahTAHN  realized  his  mistake.  He  had  made  the

Nephilim too tall. It was hard to blend in when you were fifteen feet

tall. They stood out in the crowd making it easy for I AM to observe

their deeds. His offspring had to look like normal humans when they

replenished. 

When Noah and his ark settled onto dry ground forty days after

the rains had begun for the first time ever, the root-level of all the

animals stepped off the boat.  Root-level  was defined as the basic

male  and female  of  each species,  such as  dogs,  who would later

breed into variations such as dumb old hound dogs who would hunt

with  their  men  and fetch  beers  from the  fridge,  and  spoiled  tiny

poopsie-poodles for their human mommies to dress uo in cute little

sweaters,  and to tuck into their  purses.  Nonetheless they were all

from  the  same  root-level  species  known  as  dogs.  The  animals

debarked (dog pun) to replenish Earth. 
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Eight humans also departed the ark. 

There  was  Noah  and  his  three  sons:  (1)  Shem;  (2)Ham;  (3)

Japheth. 

Genesis does not specifically name their wives but early Jewish

literature names them as:

Wife of Noah – Naamah, the daughter of Lamech and sister of

Tubal-Cain;

Wife of Shem – Sedeqetelebab 

Wife of Ham – Ne'elatama'uk

Wife of Japheth – Adataneses 

According to rabbinical writings the wives of Noah's sons lived

very long lives,  upwards of nine hundred years.  Throughout  their

lives they spoke of Prophecies to each generation they saw come and

go. 

After  the  Flood,  I  AM  commanded  the  families  to  go  and

replenish  the  earth.  And  two  years  later,  when  Shem  was  one

hundred five years old, he had a first-born son named Arphaxad. 

By far, Shem was the most important son of Noah. He was born

circumcised.  The  early  Rabbis  identified  Shem  as  Melchizedek,

King of Salem, who is termed "a priest of the Most High." Abraham,

who would become the Patriarch of the Hebrews and Arabs, would

be a direct descendant of Shem's first-born  Arphaxad. In fact, one
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day  after  Abraham  killed  a  great  number  of  his  enemies,

Melchizedek (Shem) would give his  blessings to  Abraham. Shem

also  begat  Elam,  Asshur,  Lud,  and  Aram,  in  addition  to  two

daughters. Shem lived to the age of six hundred. 

Ham begat: Cush; Mizraim; Canaan; Phut. 

Phut settled in Northern Africa.

Canaan  inhabited  Israel,  Lebanon,  Western  Jordan,  Syria  and

Palestine.

Mizraim became the Egyptians.

Cush fathered Sumaria, and claimed lands on both sides of the

Red Sea, excluding Egypt.

Japheth begat:  Gomer;  Magog;  Tiras;  Javan;  Meschech;  Tubal;

and Madai. 

Japheth  migrated  with  his  family  along  Asia  and  then  finally

ventured  into  new  lands  that  had  never  before  been  populated.

Japheth and his sons were the forefathers of Europe.

2

When the Elite Eight stepped off the Ark they were not alone.

SahTAHN  watched  them  every  step  of  the  way.  And  their  little
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babies, too. He waited for the opportunity to make  their bloodline,

his bloodline. SahTAHN claimed rights to all the bloodlines. It was

his world and his alone. I AM had no claim to them. SahTAHN was

not  interested in the old geezer  Noah and his wife,  or immediate

offspring.  No “Boat People.”  They had all  been contaminated by

having a close relationship to I AM and His moronic philosophies.

They had never learned to think on their own, since they allowed I

AM to do the thinking for them. SahTAHN's bloodline would be

endowed with great intelligence.

SahTAHN waited  for  the  families  to  venture  on their  separate

merry ways. In time their past relationships with I AM exponentially

faded. Then SahTAHN easily possessed their babies. He wanted the

young to raise as his own. So he stayed in the darkness and waited

for them to replenish his  Kingdom. The new offspring would not

have had a direct relationship with I AM and would therefore be ripe

for the taking. Humans had short memories.

Suddenly an unforeseen opportunity arose. (Houston we have a

problem.) Ham was ripe for possessing. SahTAHN needed only to

egg him on, just  as he had done with his Grandpa Cain the First

Time.  Humans  never  changed.  Greedy  little  bastards.  Cain  had

become jealous of Adam over the splitting of their inheritance, even

though back then there were only two to divide the world among
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themselves.  Noah  on  the  other  hand  had  three  sons  to  split  his

inheritance, a much smaller piece, and now he was seeking a fourth

son. 

SahTAHN only had to convince Ham that Noah should not have

another son to further weaken the rights of his own son, Canaan. It

was unfair. Ham grew a great hatred for his father for wanting yet

another son.

20 And Noah began to be an husbandman, and he

planted a vineyard:

21 And he drank of the wine, and was drunken; and

he was uncovered within his tent.

22  And  Ham,  the  father  of  Canaan,  saw  the

nakedness  of  his  father,  and  told  his  two  brethren

without.

23 And Shem and Japheth took a garment, and laid it

upon both their shoulders, and went backward, and

covered the nakedness of their father; and their faces

were  backward,  and  they  saw  not  their  father's

nakedness.

24 And Noah awoke from his wine, and  knew what

his younger son had done unto him.
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25  And  he  said,  Cursed  be  Canaan;  a  servant  of

servants shall he be unto his brethren.

26 And he said, Blessed be the Lord God of Shem;

and Canaan shall be his servant.

27 God shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwell in

the tents of Shem; and Canaan shall be his servant.

Genesis 9:20-27

But why was Canaan cursed instead of Ham, his father? A first-

century  Rabbinical  explanation  was  that  Canaan  had  seen  Noah

naked first,  and went  to fetch his  father,  Ham. Together  they did

something morally depraved to Noah. It was too great of a curse for

just  seeing someone naked.  However,  in those days,  when it  was

spoken  of  as  “seeing  someone  naked,”  it  meant  having  sex  with

them. Either Ham or Canaan or both had homosexual sex with Noah,

and when finished either Ham or Canaan or both castrated Noah so

that he could never have a fourth son.

Genesis 9:25

Noah said to Ham. “Cursed is Canaan. You caused

me that I should not father a fourth son,  another

one to serve me.  May your fourth son (Canaan) be
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cursed by serving the offspring of these greater ones

(Shem  and  Japheth).  Canaan  shall  be  to  them  a

servant.”

For that reason Canaan's future inheritance in the land of Israel

would  be  transferred  to  the  descendants  of  Abraham,  and

homosexuality would forever be an abomination against I AM. 

But not if SahTAHN could help it. One day he would have Israel

as his own, with his own bloodline, and the Garden of God would be

opened for business under new management.

First things first. Another of Ham's offspring had journeyed a bit

too far from Daddy. Cush begat Nimrod bar-Cush, who settled in

Babylonia (pronounced babilahnia ) near the Euphrates River, which

had once flowed from the Garden of Eden's living waters. It brought

back such sweet memories to SahTAHN that he built a temporary

Garden of the Gods right there, while waiting for the original Garden

in Jerusalem to open with new ownership.

SahTAHN checked out this  Nimrod character.  He went online,

paid the $29.95 for the full background check and liked what he saw.

He was already a charter member of SahTAHN's bloodline, being

the grandson of the cursed Canaan. SahTAHN's little boy.  Daddy's

home!
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His name meant,  “Rebel,” but he was no rebel.  Nimrod was a

good kid. He was an outstanding citizen of Babylon. He married his

high  school  sweetheart,  Semiramis.  She  had  been  the  head

cheerleader, while Nimrod had been captain of the hunting team. She

became  Teacher  of  the  Year  at  Babylon  Elementary  and  was

Chairperson of the PTA. Nimrod signed a big bonus check to hunt

professionally for the Babylon Bears, where the phrase “Da Bears”

was  trademarked.  He  was  three-time  recipient  of  Most  Valuable

Hunter and when he retired he made the Hunting Hall of Fame on

the first ballot. They were well loved in the community. 

When Nimrod retired from professional hunting he was elected as

a Babylonian Councilman, and climbed the political ladder all the

way to  President  of  Babylon.  He was  a  born  leader.  His  Daddy,

Cush,  had  invented  politics  in  Sumaria.  He  had  even  added  a

religious  element  to  government  and did not  separate  church  and

state.  So  running  a  government  and  its  religion  was  something

Nimrod was born to do.

Under his leadership Babylon thrived. It was the merchant hub of

the known world. Great wealth came to Babylon. Everyone had a

beautiful home with a nice yard and picket fence, 2.5 kids, and two

camels parked in their garage. A GodMart came to town and gods of

all kinds were available at very reasonable prices. Each family had a
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favorite and GodMart sold them with a 60-day guarantee.  “If your

prayers are not answered within sixty days bring your receipt and

we will gladly refund the price of your god."  Sometimes they even

had a buy-one,  get-one-free god and people worshiped two gods.

Gods were plentiful in Babylon.

Then SahTAHN paid Nimrod a visit. Rod, come here a minute. I

have an idea.

Nimrod suddenly snapped, apparently for no reason and without

warning. His once-adoring neighbors grew to hate him, so Nimrod

dusted off his bow and arrows and hunted men, as well as beasts. His

sexual perversions arose within him. He became a vile and violent

man. He appointed himself King of Babylonia and good riddance to

anyone who opposed him, along with their wives and kids and little

dogs, too. 

Always in the background SahTAHN whispered,  Good Boy. He

convinced Nimrod that he was two-thirds god, and one-third man. 

Might  as  well  go  all-in  at  a  hundred  percent  God. Nimrod

declared, “I am God.”

He had no birthright to  be King, let  alone God. But  he was a

mighty warrior, and had suddenly become very sly and tricky. His

followers  believed  that  he  could  actually  be  a  god.  His  empire

stretched over other great cities and countries.
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He loved his life and grew paranoid that one day a descendant of

Noah's  heir,  Shem,  would  claim  his  throne  away  from  him.  He

rounded up all the descendants of Shem who lived in Babylon and

exiled them. Only one remained, Terah, eighth-generation removed

from Shem.

But  he was not  a  problem so Nimrod let  him stay.  Terah  had

disowned his family early in life, and moved to Babylon to follow

his  beloved Nimrod.  Terah  was  Nimrod's  most  loyal  and faithful

servant. He believed that Nimrod's Kingdom was a gift from one of

the gods, and Terah thought that maybe Nimrod really was a god. He

would raise his children to honor and worship his beloved Nimrod.

But Terah and his wife, Amathlai,  had no children. And at age

seventy, Terah prayed to Nimrod to bless him with a son. Alas, no

son.

One evening Nimrod's astrologers noticed a bright new star in the

East.  They informed Nimrod that  it  meant  a  newborn boy would

pose a threat to Nimrod's kingdom

SahTAHN knew exactly what his grandson should do, to protect

himself from an overthrow.

Nimrod  commissioned  his  loyal  servant  Terah  to  oversee  the

killing of every newborn boy. Terah ordered soldiers to bring all the

pregnant women to his palace. If a girl was born, he sent them home
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with gifts. If a boy was born, they were slain with swords. Nimrod

would not allow any rival to be born. He would kill them all. Kill the

babies. And if the mother objected when soldiers ripped her suckling

son from her breasts, she was also thrust to death.

One night Nimrod was on the roof of his palace, gazing at the

stars with his astrologers. Suddenly the new mysterious star shone

brightly and darted north, south, east, west as if it were alive. Then

as it sped across the skies, it swallowed up the other stars until it was

the only star in the sky. Astonished, Nimrod asked his astrologers the

meaning.

A son  had  just  been  born  who  would  challenge  the  King  of

Babylon's power. And the father was his own faithful servant, Terah,

a descendant of Shem.

Nimrod could not believe it. He never considered Terah having a

son at seventy. Plus Terah worshiped Nimrod. Could it be true? He

dispatched a messenger to Terah to appear with his newborn son.

Terah appeared without hesitancy and said it was true. Amathlai

had just given birth to a son. Terah was happy to present his son to

Nimrod, his god. It was an honor and a blessing. Nimrod killed the

baby  himself.  It  was  over.  Terah  had  remained  loyal,  and  the

prophecies were never fulfilled. 

But  the  baby Terah  handed  to  Nimrod had  not  been his  own.
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Terah and Amathlai had switched it for another mother's baby. They

hid their own baby in a secret cave for three years.

Little Abram, who would later be called Abraham, was spared.

Nimrod rejoiced, unknowing that his rival survived. 

And Grandpa SahTAHN whispered again. It was time for Nimrod

to kill I AM.

With great vengeance Nimrod the Mighty declared war on I AM.

Nimrod blamed that madman for the Great Flood. He blamed him

for anything and everything that went wrong. He cursed I AM from

his rooftop so that all could hear of his great hatred. He was wild

with  anger  and  hatred,  nearly  to  the  point  of  being  insane,  or

demonically possessed. 

He built  a Tower so high that it  would protect them from any

future  flood waters  that  I  AM might  send.  More importantly,  the

Tower of Babylon was renowned as a both a Temple to Nimrod, and

a rallying center for those who refused to walk in obedience to I AM,

the illegal occupier of the World. Nimrod's only regret was that he

could not build the Tower high enough to reach Heaven itself,  in

order to slit the throat of I AM and fling his carcass off the Throne. 

As King of Babylon and a god, himself, he decreed that anyone

praying to I AM, be it man or woman or child, would meet a brutal

demise. He would strike the fear of death into I AM and anyone who
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followed that piece of s-it. 

SahTAHN was  proud.  Oh,  have  I  shown you  a  picture  of  my

grandson? He was such a good boy all grown up.

Nimrod was God of Babylon.  Everyone worshiped him,  either

from true  devotion  or  fear,  it  mattered  not  to  Nimrod.  His  every

word was law. Babylon meant, “Gateway to God,” and Nimrod was

that God! 

His one fatal  flaw was that he turned over the “Department of

Religion” to his beloved Semiramis.

Apparently, while her husband busied himself playing God, she

busied herself in the bedroom, taking men. Nimrod was so full of

himself he never caught on; until the baby bump of her pregnancy

could no longer be hidden.

Nimrod threw a fit and threatened to tell everyone the truth about

Semiramis. She was no Queen. She was a whore. The two of them

met while Nimrod was warring across the land and stopped off at a

brothel to have sex with a prostitute, and that prostitute now called

herself Queen of Babylon. Her days were numbered.

Semiramis said they would talk later and work things out. That

particular night was the Celebration of the New Year, and she wanted

to set aside the anger and go enjoy themselves and rekindle the good

times. 
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The public celebrations for New Year were far different than the

private  rituals,  enjoyed by the  royals  and insiders  who knew the

mysteries of Babylon. Queen Semiramis had established a wicked

demonic religious system that made SahTAHN proud to call her his

granddaughter-in-law. SahTAHN's little Sweetheart. 

Outside, the local Babylonians were in Times Square waiting for

the ball to drop, drinking too much, and dancing in place because it

was too crowded to spread out. They dressed in party hats, sounded

paper whistles that unrolled when you blew into them, and listened

to vinyl records played by Dickaramis Clarkis, as they waved to the

television cameras. Police stood guard but everyone was jovial and

there was seldom an incident.

Inside, the demonic priests assembled their sacrificial altar made

of oak, and they adorned it with rare mistletoe brought in from lands

to the west. The mystic priests seldom sacrificed anything, man or

beast, without the presence of oak and mistletoe. Mistletoe was holy

because the parasitic growth could sap the life out of the mightiest

oak. And that was what their sacrifices entailed: sucking the life out

of the host. They claimed they had “Knowledge of the Oak,” when

they  walked  in  the  original  Garden  of  Eden  with  their  Master

Lucifer. Often they referred to themselves as,  "Oak Priests." Now

they  occupied  the  human  bodies  that  Master  Lucifer  had  made
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available to them. 

Hosea 4:13

They sacrifice on the tops of the mountains and burn

offerings on the hills, under oak. 

King  Nimrod  and  Semiramis  watched  with  great  anticipation

when  the  Oak  Priests  chanted  their  mysterious  incantations,  and

succumbed into trances. 

Every  New  Year  the  Oak  Priests  arranged  for  their  guests  to

ingest  hallucinogenic drugs  to  heighten the sensation of  watching

them sacrifice a one-year-old ram, symbolizing the passing of the old

year, and the bringing in of the new.

There  was  no  peaceful  slitting  of  the  ram's  throat.  Rather  the

sacrificial  ritual was demonically grotesque.  They ripped apart  all

four quarters of the ram while it was still alert. They skinned it alive,

as well, then ate the meat raw, all while the ram was still breathing

and screaming. Did you know rams screamed exactly like humans

being  tortured?  They  were  like  songbirds  to  those  watching  the

solemn ceremony.

Nimrod, under a demonic trance himself at this point, shuddered

when the Oak Priests silenced their incantations, and took up their
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butchering  tools.  Their  Master  of  Ceremonies  went  to  gather  the

sacrificial offering. Only it was not to be a ram, this year.

They  grabbed  Nimrod,  as  arranged  by  his  beloved  Queen

Semiramis.  They dragged  him to  the  oaken  altar.  They promptly

ripped off both arms and legs amidst  great  screams of pain from

Nimrod. He sounded exactly like a screaming ram being tortured.

Who knew he had such a beautiful voice? 

He was breathing just  fine when they plunged a knife into his

midriff and ripped out his intestines. They liked to watch entrails fall

to the ground, so they could read the future from how they spilled.

Satisfied that they would all have a great New Year, they passed out

snacks to everyone. Pieces of Nimrod. Not to be rude, since Nimrod

was technically still a guest of honor and breathing quite well, they

offered him a piece of himself. Mmm. Delicious. Washed it all down

with  cups  of  his  blood.  Poor  fellow.  He eventually  slipped away

before  he  could  finish  his  meal.  Must  have  been  a  New  Year's

Resolution Diet.

Semiramis  gave  birth  to  Tammuz,  the  new  king,  although

Semiramis would rule the empire in his stead, since he was a child.

To protect her honor, Semiramis proclaimed that she had conceived

an immaculate child from the Sun God, where her loving husband

now resided in Heaven next to the Throne of their favorite God.
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She also proclaimed to all the land, that since Tammuz was a god,

then she must also be a god. The Queen of Heaven. The beginning of

the Mother-Child religious system that would eventually be carried

away to Rome. 

Then  Tammuz  became  a  young  man.  His  doting  mother  was

afraid her little boy would take her Kingdom away, so she arranged

another celebration with the Oak Priests. She would honor Tammuz,

God and King, just like she had done for Daddy Dearest.

Not  so  fast.  The  priests  informed  Tammuz,  and  they  killed

Semiramis instead of Tammuz. 

The End.

4 And they said, “Come, let us build ourselves a city,

and a tower whose top is in the heavens; let us make

a name for  ourselves,  lest  we  be  scattered  abroad

over the face of the whole earth.”

5 But  the Lord came down to see the city  and the

tower which the sons of men had built.

7 Come, let Us go down and confuse their language,

that they may not understand one another’s speech.”

8 So the Lord scattered them abroad from there over
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the face of all the earth, and they ceased building the

city.

9 Therefore its name is called Babel, because there

the  Lord  confused  the  language  of  all  the  earth.

Genesis 11:4–9

SahTAHN sat back and watched I AM go off on another one of

his childish tantrums, sending Babylonians this way and that, unable

to communicate because I AM had given each of them a different,

unknown language. Babylonians became raving idiots. Total chaos.

Total confusion. Babylon was a goner. A whole nation of babbling

stooges screaming gobbledygook at one another. SahTAHN would

not be back. He did not need them anymore. I AM could have them.

They all skedaddled out of Babylon, parting this way, parting that

way, whichever way the winds took them. They could not stop and

ask  directions  because  nobody  knew  what  the  hell  they  were

babbling about. Like Modern-Day male drivers who would never ask

directions, they were wandering fools until they could work out local

dialects and communicate within their own groups.

The Oak Priests were quite the organized ones, though, as if they

were not even human. They easily got out of Dodge and into a place

that would later be called, Rome. They took all their mysterious rites
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with  them.  Mystery,  Babylon.  Mother-Child  Religion.  They

understood each other just fine. There was nothing wrong with their

oral  communications,  but  they did  have a  problem writing.  Their

mysteries were too valuable to leave for others to read. They passed

down Mystery Babylon from generation-to-generation orally. They

did carve their  name into a  blessed oak tree once,  though.  Julius

Caesar came along one century and read it.

OPVS DAI

Caesar  wrote  about  it  in  his  journal.  He  wondered  why  they

carved,  “Oak  Priests,”  into  the  tree.  Made  no  sense  to  him.  He

penned they were a peculiar bunch of people, religious fanatics who

made their altars in the forests.

As the circus pulled up stakes and left Babylon, so did SahTAHN.

He was finished with Babylon, his temporary headquarters and faux-

Garden of Eden. He heard that his little grandson, Canaan, had taken

over the real deal in Jerusalem, and all the surrounding nations with

it. And every single inhabitant had SahTAHN's blood in them. An

entire race of humans was his own offspring. Serpent blood. Every

man.  Every  woman.  Every  boy.  Every  girl.  Every  little  newborn

baby was his bloodline. And they were well-versed in wild sexual
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behavior, which sprang forth great generations to cover the Earth.

Checkmate. SahTAHN had defeated I AM, at last.

And the Lord told Abraham (Genesis 15:16) "In the

fourth generation your descendants will come back

here"  I  AM  commanded  Joshua,  the  fourth

generation of Abraham, to enter into their Promised

Land and slaughter  every Canaanite.  All  of  them.

Every man,  soldier or  not.  Every woman,  with or

without  child.  Every  boy.  Every  girl.  Every  baby.

Leave not a single one alive.

3

I AM sent Joshua, the fourth generation of Abraham, to reclaim

the land that had been prophesied to the Israelites. The place where

the Garden of Eden and the River of Life would once again spring

forward in due time. I AM did not expect Joshua to understand. He

did, however, expect him to obey and kill every last one of them.

SahTAHN could never take root a bloodline here.

SahTAHN was more furious than ever. His entire human race had

been wiped out by a murderous madman. Not one drop of his blood
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was left alive in them. Wiped out. He was enraged.

THAT  SON-OF-A-BITCH!  HOW  COULD  HE  SLAUGHTER

EVERY SINGLE HUMAN BEING? EVEN THE ONES WHO WERE

NOT  OPPOSING  HIM  IN  BATTLE.  BASTARD!  HE  KILLED

EVERY MAN. MASSACRED EVERY WOMAN, EVEN THE ONES

WITH CHILD. HOW CAN YOU KILL LITTLE BOYS?!! BIG MAN,

KILLING LITTLE GIRLS!!!

YOU  KILLED  THE  BABIES  YOU  FREAK!!  HOW  CAN  A

SUPPOSEDLY LOVING GOD KILL LITTLE BITTY TEENY TINY

BABIES  AND  NOT  EVEN  SHED  A  TEAR?  I  WILL  TELL

EVERYONE FROM THIS POINT FORWARD THAT YOU ARE A

MERCILESS BABY KILLER. A BABY KILLER. A BABY KILLER.

NOBODY WILL EVER LOVE YOU,  FREAKING BABY KILLER.

THE WHOLE WORLD WILL QUESTION YOUR STUPITY. HOW

CAN A LOVING GOD KILL BABIES? 

Forgive me Father

I have killed a man.

I have loved a woman.

I have stolen for the church.

I Am Opus Dei.

(Anonymous)
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Chapter 14

Return of the Dark Priests

When the Oak Priests fled Babylon they took their Mother and

Child religion of Semiramis and Tammuz with them. They settled in

an area of Southern Europe in a place inhabited by Tribes from the

Plains  of Latium. They had hopes of organizing their  Babylonian

religion and teaching it to the Latins, but it never worked out that

way.

The  Latins  were  wealthy  farmers  united  in  name  only.  They

operated much like seven different lands because each of the seven

hills that they farmed near the Tibris River were separated by marshy

land that could not easily be traveled. And their great wealth made

them targets for roving hordes of bandits that picked them off one

hill at a time. To defend themselves, they united into one village that

they named Rome, and hired a skilled army to protect them as a

whole.  The  Oak  Priests and  their  clans  were  not  welcomed  to

establish themselves there. The Roman soldiers chased them out, all
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the way up to the Black Forests of Germania. 

Although Germania had no apparent form of civilization and was

inhabited by crude barbarians, the Oak Priests fell in love with the

Black Forests. Their rituals back in Babylon were dependent upon

the sturdy oaks and the rare mistletoe. There was nothing rare at all

about oaks and mistletoe in their new land. The land was filled with

them. Their ancient rituals dated all the way back to the First Earth

where they guarded the wooded entrance (Fid Nemed) to the Garden

of  Eden.  Germania  was  the  perfect  place  for  the  Oak  Priests  to

establish a permanent settlement.

But the damn Roman soldiers came after them again. Rome did

not want a potential enemy at their northern border, so they marched

with  force  to  drive  out  everyone  in  Germania  and  to  annex  the

territory as a part of the growing Roman Empire.

The Romans drove the Oak Priests and their civilian clans all the

way  to  the  sea,  where  they  finally  settled  in  Gaul,  modern-day

France  and  Belgium.  Once  again,  they found plenty of  oaks  and

mistletoe  to  their  liking  for  their  blood sacrifices.  However,  here

marched the Romans again.  With their  backs  to the sea,  the  Oak

Priests and their Keltic tribes cut down a great many trees and built

boats  to  carry  them across  the  sea  channel  to  a  land  previously

uninhabited. 
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Britannia was nice. Best of all, the Romans stopped at the sea and

for  the  first  time  since  Babylon,  the  Keltic  tribes  and  their  Oak

Priests were afforded the opportunity to settle undisturbed. It was as

if they had moved to the suburbs and built single-family homes on

private cul-de-sacs. They built schools and grocery stores, and golf

courses,  and drive-in theaters,  and...  well,  maybe not those things

exactly, but they did have ample freedom to organize.

They had freedom to become as evil as they desired. They had

Knowledge of the Oaks. Knowledge meant they were in cahoots with

the demon world, the disembodied spirits of “The Others,” from the

First World. SahTAHN gave the demons permission to inhabit the

human  bodies  in  Britannia.  The  demon-possessed  humans  of

Britannia became a dreadful peoples. And they crudely carved their

name into the oaks.

OPVS DAI

And after years and years, the people of Britannia were visited

one more time by the Romans, who had crossed the sea channel in

search of what they could find.

An ambitious Roman General named Julius Caesar crossed the

English Channel and invaded Britannia. When he and his army first

saw the Archdruids, Caesar retreated in fear. The Romans had never
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experienced such evil atrocities, and that is saying a lot for an army

as ruthless as Rome. 

The OPVS DAI stuffed their own people into large wicker cages,

set  them on fire  alive,  and then  ate  them. They took others,  still

alive, and slit open their midriffs to read fortunes from the guts that

fell on the ground. Of course, they ate them, too, raw. They chanted

wild  incantations  as  if  they  were  in  a  demonic  stupor,  which  of

course they were. Just like the good old days in Babylon.

How nice that Caesar enslaved them and carried them back to

Rome. What good fortune. They had wanted Rome way back when,

at its very beginning. Finally, after being chased all over Europe by

Roman soldiers, they were ironically brought into the eternal city to

live out their lives. 

Their rituals, however, were so evil that Rome banned them under

penalty of  death.  No matter. They slipped through the cracks and

vanished.  In time my pretty, they would resurface to the terror of

Earth. Babylon arisen. SahTAHN's beloved priests. 
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###

PART FIVE

ISRAEL'S SUPERNATURAL BIRTH

21Then Joshua said to the Israelites,

“In the future, when your children ask

their fathers, ‘What is the meaning of

these stones?’ 22 you are to tell them,

'Israel  crossed  the  Jordan  on  dry

ground.'  23For  the  LORD your  God

dried  up  the  waters  of  the  Jordan

before you until you had crossed over,

just as He did to the Red Sea, which

He  dried  up  before  us  until  we  had

crossed over.… 

Joshua 4:21-23
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